BALLOON MADNESS
The ups and downs of an eighteenth-century craze

THE BATTLE FOR PALESTINE
War in the desert, 100 years ago

MUST CLOSE SATURDAY
Bringing down the curtain on musical flops

THE TEMPLE CHURCH
From Templars to the Blitz
FLIGHTS OF IMAGINATION

Balloon Madness
Flights of Imagination in Britain, 1783-1786
CLARE BRANT

In this sparkling account, Brant uses the brief moment of balloon madness as a way into a wide-ranging exploration of Enlightenment sensibility in Britain.

- The balloon is the focus for an illuminating, beautifully written history of ideas and the eighteenth-century imagination
- How ballooning, combining contradictory elements of the Enlightenment and Romanticism, had a profound and lasting impact on popular culture
- The story of an early modern parallel to the space craze that swept the world in the 1950s and 60s
- Filled with enchanting accounts of the heroic achievements – and failures – of the pioneering aeronauts and the responses of spectators, writers, artists, thinkers and scientists

"All the world is mad about balloons" observers recorded during the craze in Britain that lasted from 1783 to 1786. Excitement about the new invention spread rapidly around Britain, inspiring hopes, visions, fashions, celebrations, satires, imaginary heroics and real adventures. Balloons were wildly topical: Balloon Madness shows how and why, with a cast including kings, politicians, charlatans, pickpockets, the beau monde, duellists and animals. It investigates flighty and serious ideas around balloons, celebrating the excitement and fun of this brief but world-changing episode of history and its long afterlife in our imagination.

CLARE BRANT is Professor of Eighteenth-Century Literature and Culture at King’s College London.

£25/$39.95 November 2017
978 1 78327 253 2
8 colour & 25 b/w illus.; 312pp, HB

Front cover image: Taken from Airopaidia: containing the narrative of a balloon excursion from Chester, by Thomas Baldwin (1786), in the collection of the Smithsonian Libraries. Public domain.

JERUSALEM BY CHRISTMAS

The Battle for Palestine, 1917
JOHN D. GRAINGER

The story of Allied victory in the Holy Land, far from the carnage of the Western Front but a crucial, morale-boosting success under the aggressive and forward-thinking General Allenby.

- Contradicts the official history by demonstrating Allenby’s bold battlefield improvisations and the courage and tenacity of the often-underrated Turkish defence
- The story of the pivotal battle that helped usher in British rule in Palestine
- Published in the campaign’s centenary year. First paperback edition

Three battles for the control of the fortress-city of Gaza took place in 1917 between the ‘British’ force (with units from across the Empire, most notably the ANZACs) and the Turks. On their third attempt the Allies, under the newly-appointed General Allenby, broke the Turkish lines, captured southern Palestine and, as instructed by Lloyd George, took Jerusalem in time for Christmas, ending 400 years of Ottoman occupation.

That battle is the heart of this account, with consideration of intelligence, espionage, air-warfare, and political elements, not to mention the logistical aspects of fighting in such inhospitable terrain. The generally overlooked Turkish defence, in the face of vastly superior numbers, is also assessed. Far from laying out and executing a pre-ordained plan, Allenby, probably still best remembered as T. E. Lawrence’s commanding officer in Arabia, proved himself highly adaptable, able to respond quickly to new developments.

JOHN D. GRAINGER is the author of numerous books on military history, ranging from the Roman period to the twentieth century.
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The Temple Church in London
History, Architecture, Art
Edited by DAVID PARK & ROBIN GRIFFITH-JONES

The only modern account of the Temple Church, one of England’s most important medieval buildings, from its foundation in the twelfth century to its bombing during the blitz.

- The Temple Church found worldwide fame after featuring in the novel and film adaptation of The Da Vinci Code
- Packed with 125 illustrations of the building and its rich collection of artworks, effigies and objects
- Of great interest to students and scholars of medieval and post-medieval art and architecture, the history of London, religion and the Crusades

Founded as the main church of the Knights Templar in England, the Temple Church is historically and architecturally one of the most important medieval buildings in England. Its round nave, modelled on the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem, is extraordinarily ambitious, combining lavish Romanesque sculpture with some of the earliest Gothic architectural features in any English building of its period. Major developments in the post-medieval period include the reordering of the church in the 1680s by Sir Christopher Wren, and a substantial restoration programme in the early 1840s. Richly illustrated with numerous black and white and colour plates, the book makes full use of the exceptional range of the antiquarian material available for study, including drawings, photographs, and plaster casts.

CONTRIBUTORS: Robin Griffith-Jones, Virginia Jansen, Philip Lankester, Helen Nicholson, David Park, Rosemary Sweet, William Whyte, Christopher Wilson

A splendid new book. CHRISTOPHER HOWSE, DAILY TELEGRAPH
A considerable achievement. THE BURLINGTON MAGAZINE
[A] fine and well-illustrated volume. TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT

£19.99/$25.95 September 2017
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11 colour & 109 b/w illus.; 314pp, PB
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Must Close Saturday
The Decline and Fall of the British Musical Flop
ADRIAN WRIGHT

The first book to deal exclusively with British musical flops, Must Close Saturday presents a rolling panorama of the good, the bad and the ugly, reassessing their place in theatrical history.

- Celebrating the British love of failures: this is the first book to deal exclusively with British musical flops
- Adrian Wright is a successful author on musical theatre, including West End Broadway
- Reveals an industry striving at invention with subjects including the electric chair, the Virgin Mary, sexual problems and murder, Hollywood stars and royalty

The ominous announcement “Must Close Saturday” too often heralded the demise of British musicals. The first book to deal exclusively with British musical flops, Must Close Saturday presents a rolling panorama of the good, the bad and the ugly, reassessing their place in theatrical history. Wright reveals a consistent striving at invention, with subjects including the electric chair, the Holocaust, the Virgin Mary, social inequality and Trade Unionism, sexual problems and murder, as well as biographical treatments of Hollywood stars, French painters, tragic novelists, royalty, and the Rector of Stiffkey. Discursive and provoking, Must Close Saturday at last prises open the neglected history of the British musical flop up to 2016.

ADRIAN WRIGHT’s previous books on British musical theatre are A Tanner’s Worth of Tune: Rediscovering the Post-War British Musical (Boydell & Brewer, 2010) and West End Broadway: The Golden Age of the American Musical in London (Boydell & Brewer, 2012).
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978 1 78327 235 8, eBook 978 1 78744 089 0
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Beethoven’s Cello
Five Revolutionary Sonatas and Their World
MARC D. MOSKOVITZ & R. LARRY TODD
An exploration of Beethoven’s beloved and revolutionary cello repertoire.

- Marc D. Moskovitz is a celebrated cellist and author of a biography of Alexander Zemlinsky
- An ideal companion for cellists, pianists, musicologists and the general reader
- Beethoven is a giant of classical music and continues to influence new generations of musicians

In 1796 the young Beethoven presented his first two cello sonatas at the court of Frederick William II, two revolutionary works that would forever alter the cello repertoire by fundamentally redefining the relationship between cello and piano, promoting their parity. Beethoven continued to develop the potential of the partnership in his three other cello sonatas: Op. 69 and the two experimental sonatas Op. 102, No. 1 and No. 2.

*Beethoven’s Cello* examines these seminal cornerstones of the cello repertoire and places them within their historical and cultural context. Also considered in a series of interludes are Beethoven’s three variation sets, his cello-centric ‘Triple’ Concerto, and arrangements for cello and piano of other works. Two other pieces address the cellos owned by Beethoven and the changing nature of his pianos. Featuring a preface by renowned cellist Steven Isserlis and concluding with translated reviews of the composer’s cello music published during his lifetime, *Beethoven’s Cello* is the ideal companion for cellists, pianists, musicologists and chamber-music devotees.

MARC D. MOSKOVITZ is principal cellist of the ProMusica Chamber Orchestra and has contributed to the New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. R. LARRY TODD is Arts and Sciences Professor at Duke University and is the author of Mendelssohn: A Life in Music, named Best Biography in 2003 by the Association of American Publishers.
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I Sang the Unsingable
My Life in Twentieth-Century Music
BETHANY BEARDSLEE
with MINNA ZALLMAN PROCTOR

The memoir of Bethany Beardslee (b. 1925), the iconic American soprano known as the “composer’s singer”.

- Engaging memoir of the first American singer whose repertoire featured modernist music
- Gives great insight into the working methods of avant-garde composers and musicians
- Beardslee became the go-to girl for twelve-tone music in New York City

American soprano Bethany Beardslee rose to prominence in the postwar years, when the modernist sensibilities of European artists and thinkers were flooding American shores and challenging classical music audiences. With her light lyric voice, her musical intuition, and her fearless dedication to new music, Beardslee became the go-to girl for twelve-tone music in New York City. She was the first American singer to build a repertoire performing the music of Arnold Schoenberg, Anton Webern, Alban Berg, Milton Babbitt, and Pierre Boulez, making a vibrant career singing difficult music.

Beardslee tells the story of how she made her way from an inauspicious depression-era East Lansing to Carnegie Hall, and gives her own perspective on a formidable catalogue of premieres, a forty-six-year long career, and a life dedicated to performing the work of modern composers.

MINNA ZALLMAN PROCTOR is an editor and essayist. Her book and art criticism has been published in *American Scholar*, *The New York Times Book Review*, *Salon*, and NPR.org. She teaches in the Creative Writing Program at Fairleigh Dickinson University and is editor of *The Literary Review*.

£25/$29.95 September 2017
978 1 58046 900 5, eBook 978 1 78744 110 1
50 b/w illus.; 399pp, HB
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Email marketing@boydell.co.uk for our latest Music catalogue.
The Pro Arte Quartet
A Century of Musical Adventure on Two Continents
JOHN W. BARKER
An engaging window into a century of musical life, as seen in the history of the Pro Arte String Quartet, first organized in 1912 and still performing today.
• Accessibly written account of a transatlantic quartet which has been performing with changing personnel for over 100 years
• Members have included extraordinary musicians such as Rudolph Kolisch
• Will be of interest to string musicians and a general classical music-loving readership

First organized in Brussels in 1912 by precocious young Belgian musicians, the Pro Arte String Quartet has survived two world wars and is still performing more than a century later, a durability unique in the annals of such ensembles. Its membership has included such extraordinary musicians as founding first violinist Alphonse Onnou and his successor, Rudolph Kolisch. The Pro Arte was the first string quartet to be affiliated with an American university, a significant and much-imitated status, and it continues to function in residence at the University of Wisconsin.

The book traces the Pro Arte Quartet’s history from its beginnings to the present, highlighted by portraits of the diverse, fascinating, and colourful personalities, musicians and others, who have been a part of that history.

JOHN W. BARKER is Emeritus Professor of History at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. He is the author of Wagner and Venice (2008) and Wagner and Venice Fictionalized: Variations on a Theme (2012), both available from the University of Rochester Press.

£19.99/$39.95 November 2017
978 1 58046 906 7
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Richard Flury
The Life and Music of a Swiss Romantic
CHRIS WALTON
The first extensive study of the life and music of the Swiss composer, Richard Flury (1896-1967).
• Recovers an unfairly overlooked composer
• Includes a 23-track CD of Flury’s music
• Engagingly written and fully illustrated throughout

The Swiss late-Romantic composer Richard Flury (1896-1967) wrote a generous amount of very attractive music. His provincial location, lack of metropolitan contacts and, more significantly, his general unwillingness to compromise, meant that while his work found considerable success at home it is less well known outside Switzerland. But Flury was a remarkable man and his work deserves attention: his teachers included Ernst Kurth and Joseph Marx of Vienna, and his music was performed by conductors such as Felix Weingartner and Hermann Scherchen and star instrumentalists like Wilhelm Backhaus and Georg Kulenkampff. His first opera was conducted by a former student of Berg and Schoenberg who became his staunch advocate, and during the Second World War Flury worked closely with several Jewish emigré writers and musicians from Germany and Czechoslovakia.

In both his aesthetic and his career, Flury offers a fascinating case of a man negotiating constantly between the centre and the periphery - and composing some very good music in the process. This definitive study of his life and work should help win his music the international public it deserves. The book includes a 23-track CD.


£25/$34.95 March 2017
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22 colour & 51 b/w illus.; 320pp, HB
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Christopher Okigbo
Thirsting for Sunlight

OBI NWAKANMA

The first biography of Christopher Okigbo (1932-1967), the most
anthologized modern African poet.

- 2017 marks the 50th anniversary of Christopher Okigbo's death
- The first full-length biography of the Nigerian poet
- High school teacher, university librarian, publisher, gun-
runner and guerrilla: the story of a short but remarkably full
and varied life

Christopher Okigbo, once described as 'Africa's most lyrical poet of the twentieth century' was killed in September 1967, fighting for the independence of Biafra. The manner in which he died typified the passionate, tortured and dramatic quality of his life.

This definitive biography places Okigbo within the turmoil of his generation and illustrates the aspects of his life that gave rise to such an intense poetry. How did his experience in the prestigious, English-type boarding school, Umunhia, where he was known more as a sportsman than a scholar, influence his life and later choices? Why was he sacked from the colonial service, and how did that lead him towards a search for private recovery, and ultimately towards poetry? What led him to take up arms?

Widely considered along with Wole Soyinka and Chinua Achebe as part of modern Nigeria’s greatest literary triumvirate, Okigbo’s death promoted him to cult status among subsequent generations of African writers.

OBI NWAKANMA, journalist and poet, is Assistant Professor in the English Department, University of Central Florida, Orlando.
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Jeannette Klute
A Photographic Pioneer

THERESE MULLIGAN

Foreword by BECKY SIMMONS

The first monograph on the work of a pioneer in the field of colour
nature photography, Jeannette Klute.

- Includes 54 beautiful images of Klute’s work which acted as a
showcase for colour photography as an artistic medium
- An early female figure in photography and technology, helping to
redefine gender roles
- Klute helped to develop new techniques and artistic approaches
in photography

Jeannette Klute's work on colour photography at the Eastman Kodak Company was twofold: to develop and improve the technology behind it (in particular the dye transfer colour process) and to help popularise its use. Accompanied by fine examples of her work, the book illuminates a particular period in twentieth-century American photography. Klute's career is intertwined with RIT's role in photographic education; the Eastman Kodak Company during its heyday; the company's role in the development of colour photography; and the rise of colour photography as an art form.
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New Archaeology, Cultural Property, and the Military
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Pinning down the Past
Archaeology, Heritage, and Education Today
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The Sutton Hoo Story
Encounters with Early England
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Arms & Armour
European Weapons and Armour
From the Renaissance to the Industrial Revolution
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The Medieval Archer
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Records of the Medieval Sword
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Arthur Singer
The Wildlife Art of an American Master
PAUL SINGER & ALAN SINGER
A highly-illustrated study of the life and work of Arthur Singer, one of America's greatest wildlife artists.

The first comprehensive book on Arthur Singer's life and work

202 colour illustrations including unpublished works not yet seen by collectors or fans

Spans a vast range of Singer's work, from early sketches, to caricatures, from watercolours at war, to his illustrations for bird guides, magazines and more

Arthur B. Singer (1917-1990) was an American wildlife artist specializing in bird illustration. In a career spanning five decades, he illustrated more than 20 books, including his masterpiece, Birds of the World, as well as classic bird guides: Birds of North America, Birds of Europe, and The Hamlyn Guide to Birds of Britain and Europe. During the 1980s, Singer's paintings of state birds were seen by millions when the U.S. Postal Service issued the State Birds & Flowers postage stamps, which became one of the largest selling commemoratives in U.S. Postal history.

PAUL SINGER is a designer and illustrator whose work has largely focussed on museums, zoos, and botanic gardens. ALAN SINGER is a professor at the Rochester Institute of Technology and a prolific printmaker, painter, and author.
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